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Abstract

In spite of numerous studies in stereoscopic perception, it is still not clear how the visual system matches features between the two

eyes. One reason is that these previous studies used stimuli that presented little perceptual ambiguity, so the correspondence prob-

lem had only one solution. We present here a novel stimulus that presents a more complex correspondence problem. This stimu-

lus is inspired by ‘‘wallpaper’’ stimuli and was specifically designed to put into conflict two possible constraints underlying stereo

correspondence matching. These constraints are the nearest neighbour matching rule––that biases surfaces towards the horo-

pter––and the nearest disparity rule––that biases surfaces to be smooth. By varying the contrast of adjacent image features in this

stimulus, we were able to reveal and quantify a preference for nearest disparity matching. The magnitude of this preference is

dependent upon the magnitude of possible disparities in the scene and is consistent with the idea that the visual system seeks to

minimise local differences in disparity. We discuss these results with regard to the use of prior constraints in models of stereo

matching.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The perception of depth from binocular disparity

depends upon the correct matching of corresponding

features between the left and right eyes� images. In com-

plex scenes the visual system may be confronted with

multiple candidate features for matching and must re-

duce the number of possible correspondences in order

to attain a stable, unified representation of the scene.
The resolution of this correspondence problem for

stereo vision has been a topic of near constant interest

for researchers in the 40 years since Julesz� popularisa-
tion of the random dot stereogram (Julesz, 1964). Many

computational models of the correspondence matching

process have been proposed (e.g. Jones & Malik, 1992;
0042-6989/$ - see front matter � 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Marr & Poggio, 1976, 1979; Pollard, Mayhew, & Frisby,
1985; Prazdny, 1985; Prince & Eagle, 2000; Qian & Zhu,

1997; Read, 2002a, 2002b; Sato & Yano, 2000; Tsai &

Victor, 2003). To resolve the correspondence problem,

such models must limit possible matches with a series

of constraints or rules. Models often differ in the con-

straints they use and the extent to which these are em-

ployed in an explicit (e.g. Marr & Poggio, 1976, 1979;

Pollard et al., 1985) or implicit (e.g. Prince & Eagle,
2000; Qian & Zhu, 1997; Read, 2002a, 2002b) manner.

Constraints on matching include feature similarity,

matching to the nearest neighbour or nearest disparity,

and considering only epipolar matches (for an extensive

review of proposed matching rules, see Howard &

Rogers, 2002).

In this paper, we concentrate on the visual system�s
adherence to the solutions provided by nearest neigh-
bour, nearest disparity and contrast similarity matching

rules. Nearest neighbour matches (Arditi, Kaufman, &
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Fig. 1. Distinction between locally and globally defined relative

disparities. All four figures (a–d) have identical global relative

disparity––defined as the largest change in disparity across the entire

scene––but different local relative disparity structure. (a) Illustration of

a fronto-parallel surface located behind a frame. Highlighted areas x

and y show points where relative disparity is zero (x) and non-zero (y).

Global relative disparity is determined by the disparity between the

surface and the surround (y). (b) Illustration of a squarewave

modulation in depth. The squarewave contains many areas where

relative disparity is zero (x and y), though fewer than (a). Global

relative disparity is determined by the peak-to-trough relative disparity

of the waveform (z). (c) Illustration of a sawtooth modulation in

depth, which contains no areas with a relative disparity of zero (e.g.

area x). Global relative disparity is determined by the disparity at the

sharp depth transitions. (d) Illustration of two overlapping transparent

surfaces in depth. Local relative disparity is never zero since both

surfaces are present within any local area (x). Global relative disparity

is determined by the disparity between front and back surfaces.
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Movshon, 1981) minimise the absolute disparity of im-

age features. That is, they select the correspondence

solution that places the image feature closest to the hor-

opter. In contrast, the nearest disparity rule (Marr &

Poggio, 1976, 1979; McKee & Mitchison, 1988; Mitchi-

son & McKee, 1987a, 1987b) minimises the relative dis-
parity of image features, giving the correspondence

solution that minimises the difference in disparity be-

tween nearby points. As such, the nearest disparity rule

has been thought of as a �smoothness� constraint and is

often referred to as a continuity or cohesiveness con-

straint. The contrast similarity rule is one of a series of

constraints––including also, orientation similarity––con-

cerned with feature similarities. Under this constraint,
matches are made between features of maximally similar

contrast (Smallman & McKee, 1995).

Despite the suggestion of so many constraints in the

literature, very little research has been conducted to

examine the competition between matching rules. There

is precious little empirical data showing which solution

the visual system adheres to when confronted with mul-

tiple plausible matches (i.e. multiple matches that satisfy
one or more matching constraint). Zhang, Edwards, and

Schor (2001) recently investigated this issue. Using a

periodic stimulus consisting of a one-dimensional lumi-

nance Gabor flanked, above and below, by two similar

Gabors, they found that matching tends towards the

solution that minimises the disparity between adjacent

surfaces; that is, the solution that minimises relative dis-

parity. This finding was particularly interesting since
their stimulus put nearest neighbour and nearest dispar-

ity matching rules into conflict. Their experiments thus

suggest that the process of correspondence matching is

concerned more with finding solutions that satisfy the

nearest disparity constraint than those that satisfy the

nearest neighbour constraint.

One important characteristic of the study of Zhang

et al. (2001) is that their stimuli consisted of three iso-
lated objects rather than a single surface, so their result

can be interpreted as a contextual effect. Furthermore,

the stimuli used by Zhang et al. (2001) contain a poten-

tial confound between local changes in disparity and the

total change in disparity across the scene. We here define

this maximum change in disparity across the scene as the

global relative disparity. This distinction between local

and global relative disparity is clearer if one considers
the relative disparities that arise, at a global and local

level, with different stimuli. Consider the stimuli de-

picted in Fig. 1. Fig. 1a illustrates a single, fronto-paral-

lel surface in depth, with two local areas––x and

y––highlighted. At area x relative disparity is zero, since

all points are at the same depth. However, at area y, rel-

ative disparity is determined by the difference in dispar-

ity between the stimulus and a zero disparity surround.
Thus, although relative disparity is zero across much of

the image, the relative disparity across the entire im-
age––the global relative disparity––is determined by

those few areas containing a difference in disparity be-

tween stimulus and surround. Figs. 1b–d illustrate

increasingly complex stimuli, where the presence of local

areas with zero relative disparity is increasingly scarce.

In such stimuli the global relative disparity is determined

by the largest change in disparity across the entire scene.

For example, in the case of the squarewave illustrated in
Fig. 1b, the global relative disparity is the peak-to-

trough disparity of the waveform.

Readers should note that a stimulus with a small glo-

bal relative disparity may, locally, have a great deal of

variation in disparity. Consider the transparent surfaces

depicted in Fig. 1d. There are no local areas containing

zero relative disparity in such a stimulus since, over a

local area, both surfaces are visible. However, the global
relative disparity––determined by the disparity between

front and back surfaces––may be small if the separation
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between the surfaces is small. Conversely, the global rel-

ative disparity of a single fronto-parallel surface may be

large if the disparity between stimulus and surround is

large.

In the stimulus used by Zhang et al. (2001) partici-

pants� responses could have been driven by a preference
to minimise either local or global relative disparity. In

this paper, we detail a novel ambiguous stimulus that

puts nearest neighbour and nearest disparity constraints

into conflict. By varying the disparity of surfaces arising

from the nearest disparity or nearest neighbour match,

the global relative disparity of both matches may be

equated. This allows us to investigate whether the near-

est disparity bias reported by Zhang et al. (2001) is due
to a locally or globally implemented nearest disparity

constraint.

In addition to the manipulation of disparity, manip-

ulating the contrast similarity of image features in the

stimulus can selectively bias one of the two percepts

(see also Anderson & Nakayama, 1994 and Smallman

& McKee, 1995 for similar uses of contrast to bias

matching). Such selective biasing may be used to exam-
ine the relative strength of the solutions provided by dis-

tinct matching constraints. To pre-empt our results, we

confirm and quantify the preference for nearest disparity

matching found by Zhang et al. (2001) and show that

the tendency to match to the nearest disparity is affected

by the depth resulting from nearest neighbour and near-

est disparity solutions. These results demonstrate a lo-

cally implemented bias for the nearest disparity, rather
than a bias concerned with minimising the global rela-

tive disparity. We further suggest that the stimulus and

method detailed here could be used to reveal the impact

of numerous factors on stereo matching.

Our stimulus makes use of the stereo �wallpaper illu-
sion� (Brewster, 1844) and takes the form of a modified

periodic �wallpaper� dot stereogram. Wallpaper stimuli

repeat an identical pattern multiple times from left to
right, thereby increasing the ambiguity of the corre-

spondence between features of the left and right eyes.

Assuming no strong idiosyncratic preference for crossed

or uncrossed disparities, the typical wallpaper stimulus

is resolved to elicit the perception of a single plane either

in front of, or behind fixation. Such percepts correspond

to the solutions given by both the nearest disparity

and nearest neighbour constraints. By adding small, sys-
tematic offsets to image features we may put these con-

straints into conflict. When in conflict, two qualitatively

different percepts result. The first percept consists of a

single opaque fronto-parallel surface and the second

consists of two semi-transparent fronto-parallel sur-

faces. The perception of a single, fronto-parallel surface

indicates adherence to a nearest disparity constraint,

since, in such a stimulus, relative disparity is zero across
almost the entire image. Conversely, the perception of

stereo transparency corresponds to the nearest neigh-
bour match, since, in the stimulus, such surfaces lie clo-

ser to the point of fixation than the single surface match.

Note that the global relative disparity of these two per-

cepts may be equated if the relative disparity between

the single surface and fixation is the same as the relative

disparity between front and rear transparent surfaces.
Fig. 2a and b provide examples of similar stimuli that

lead to such different percepts.

The dominance of either the nearest disparity or the

nearest neighbour constraint can thus be studied by

monitoring the perceptual preference for a single opaque

or two transparent surfaces. In an attempt to quantify

this dominance further, we also manipulate the similar-

ity of the features across eyes in order to create a stim-
ulus that will equally likely be perceived as opaque or

transparent. In experiment 1, we describe the construc-

tion of our stimuli in detail, and provide results from

the manipulation of the contrast similarity of the image

features for two stimulus durations. In experiments 2

and 3, we detail the effects of varying disparity on the

resolution of our stimulus and discuss the implications

of these findings for models of stereo correspondence
matching.
2. Experiment 1

In this experiment, we seek to assess the bias for

nearest disparity matching found by Zhang et al.

(2001). By varying the contrast between image features
in an ambiguous stereogram we bias matching between

conflicting nearest neighbour and nearest disparity

solutions. We assess the bias for nearest disparity

matching for two presentation durations. In experiment

1a stimuli were presented for 2 s in a raised temporal

cosine window. In experiment 1b stimuli were presen-

ted for 80 ms in a square-wave temporal window.

Short presentation durations were used to discount
any potentially confounding effects of vergence eye

movements.

2.1. Stimuli

2.1.1. Structure of the stimulus

We first describe the wallpaper pattern that forms the

basis of our stimulus, and then the specific way in which
this pattern is modified. The wallpaper pattern consisted

of 16 rows of about 14 dots within an area of 7.48� ·
7.48�, at a viewing distance of 80 cm (i.e. dot density

was 4.0 dots per degree squared). Each dot was a small

circular Gaussian blob measuring 10.5 0. The vertical

separation between two rows was 27.1 0 and the horizon-

tal distance between two consecutive dots was a = 30.1 0

(see Fig. 3a). In order to avoid a regular grid, the first
dot of each row was randomly shifted horizontally (by

an amount a0 between 0 and a). The vertical edges of



Fig. 2. An example of the ambiguous stereogram stimuli used in the experiment. The upper stereogram (a) shows the experimental stimulus with

contrast ambiguity biased towards the transparent––nearest neighbour––percept. The lower stereogram (b) shows the stimulus with a single

surface––nearest disparity––biased contrast ambiguity level. Both examples show the stimulus with the same dot spacing as in the experiment, but

with half the number of dots (i.e. stimulus is half the size of that shown to participants, with the same dot density).
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this pattern were then smoothed to diminish the visibil-

ity of unmatched dots between left and right half-

images. The smoothing was obtained by multiplying

the pattern with a rectangular window attached to two
half-Gaussian distributions on either side (the centres

of the Gaussians were at 1.87� and 5.61� and the stand-

ard deviation was 0.63�). Note that this smoothing oper-

ation had an effect only on the left and right sides of the

stimulus, leaving the luminance constant across rows of

dots. When fused, this wallpaper stimulus would lead to

a single fronto-parallel plane either in front of or behind

fixation.
The basic wallpaper stimulus can now be modified to

also allow transparent percepts. Within each row, dots

were shifted alternately by an amount +d or �d in one

half-image, and by �d or +d in the other half-image

(here, d was set to 6.02 0: see Fig. 3b). Finally, the left
half-image was shifted by e and the right half-image

by �e to give the stimulus a pedestal disparity of �2e
(e was set to 3.01 0: see Fig. 3c).

2.1.2. Dominant percepts

As with any stereogram, there are multiple possible

interpretations of the adapted wallpaper stimulus shown

in Fig. 2. However, only two percepts are dominant

here. The first of these corresponds to the nearest neigh-

bour solution while the second corresponds to the near-

est disparity solution. We describe these two types of

percept in turn.
When the dots are matched according to the nearest

neighbour constraint, dot A in Fig. 3c will match

with dot C, and dot B with dot D. From that figure,

one can readily see that these two pairs of dots will

lead to two different disparities, consistent with two
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the steps involved in the construction of the

stimulus. (a) The basis of our stimulus is a wallpaper pattern where

dots along a particular row are equally spaced. (b) Small positive and

negative displacements are then introduced in alternate dots, and in the

opposite direction in the other half-image. (c) Finally, a pedestal

disparity is introduced, shared between the left and right images. Dot

A in the left image can be matched to multiple dots in the right image,

including dots C and D.
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fronto-parallel surfaces overlaid in depth. These two dis-
parities d1 and d2 are given by

d1 ¼ ða0 þ d� eÞ � ða0 � dþ eÞ ¼ 2d� 2e

d2 ¼ ða0 þ a� d� eÞ � ða0 þ aþ dþ eÞ ¼ �2d� 2e

�

ð1Þ
In other words, the transparent percept will be such that

the rear surface has an uncrossed disparity d1 (equal to

+6.02 0) and the front surface has a crossed disparity d2
(equal to �18.06 0).

The nearest disparity solution is found by making a
next-to-nearest neighbour match. This solution results

in the perception of a single fronto-parallel plane whose

disparity is either crossed or uncrossed. Uncrossed dis-

parity will be obtained if dot A in Fig. 3c is matched

with dot D, while crossed disparity will be obtained

when dot B is matched with dot C. These two disparities

d3 and d4 are given by

d3 ¼ ða0 þ a� d� eÞ � ða0 � dþ eÞ ¼ a� 2e

d4 ¼ ða0 þ d� eÞ � ða0 þ aþ dþ eÞ ¼ �a� 2e

�
ð2Þ

In absolute values, disparity d3 (equal to +24.08 0) is

much smaller than disparity d4 (equal to �36.12 0), so

the uncrossed disparity solution will be preferred and
the single surface will be perceived behind the fixation

plane.

Note that the values of a, d and e were chosen such

that the global relative disparity between the front and

back surfaces in the transparent percept (i.e. 4d =

24.08 0) equals the disparity of the surface in the single
surface percept (i.e. d3 = a � 2e). Thus, only a matching

procedure concerned with local relative disparities––

rather than the global relative disparity in the scene––

may underlie any observed nearest disparity bias.

2.1.3. Manipulation of contrast

So far, because all the dots are identical, the stimulus

we have generated is truly ambiguous and will lead to a
transparent percept if the nearest neighbour constraint is

adopted, and to a single surface if the nearest disparity

constraint is adopted instead. In this paper, we look be-

yond such classification of perceptions and attempt to

selectively bias matching towards the percept given by

one or the other constraint. The biasing of ambiguous

stereograms has previously been used to demonstrate

the importance of half-occlusions (Anderson & Nakay-
ama, 1994) and fixation depth (McKee & Mitchison,

1988) on disparity computation. In general, correspond-

ence biasing is used to manipulate the perception of an

ambiguous stereogram and thus demonstrate the impor-

tance of the biasing factor. However, in this paper such

biasing is used as a probe to measure the relative prefer-

ence for the matching solutions underlying two distinct

percepts. Here, biasing was obtained by manipulating
the contrast of dot pairs as detailed below. Inter-ocular

contrast is known to greatly affect stereopsis both in

terms of stereoacuity (e.g. Halpern & Blake, 1988; Legge

& Gu, 1989) and correspondence matching (Anderson &

Nakayama, 1994; Smallman & McKee, 1995).

To illustrate the contrast manipulation procedure, let

us assume that dots A, B, C and D in Fig. 3c have lumi-

nances LA, LB, LC and LD that can vary between 0 and 1
(the luminances will then be scaled by the maximum

luminance of the display, i.e. 19.2 cd/m2). If we want

to selectively impair the nearest disparity constraint,

we can simply increase the luminance difference between

LA and LD while preserving the same luminances for A

and C. Similarly, if we want to selectively impair the

nearest neighbour constraint, we can increase the differ-

ence between LA and LC while preserving the same lumi-
nances for A and D. These two manipulations can be

grouped together by creating a continuum that we call

the contrast ambiguity level and denote /. Negative val-

ues (between �1 and 0) of this parameter correspond to

an impairment of the nearest disparity constraint, and

positive values (between 0 and +1) an impairment of

the nearest neighbour constraint. The absolute value

of / corresponds to the difference in luminance between
A and D (or A and C). Therefore, values of / close to

�1 will strongly favour the nearest neighbour constraint
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(transparent percept), while values close to +1 will

strongly favour the nearest disparity constraint (single

surface percept). When / is zero, all dots have the same

luminance and, at least as regards contrast similarity,

the two constraints are equally supported. More pre-

cisely, the luminances of A, B, C and D are defined as

LA ¼ ð1� /Þ=2
LB ¼ ð1þ /Þ=2
LC ¼ ð1þ j/jÞ=2
LD ¼ ð1� j/jÞ=2

8>>><
>>>:

ð3Þ

Fig. 4a shows a composite stimulus where contrast

ambiguity is manipulated across rows, whilst Fig. 4b

illustrates different values of the contrast ambiguity

scale. As can be seen in this composite stimulus, at ex-
treme values of /, low luminance dots approach thresh-

old visibility. However, since the ordering of high and

low luminance dots is randomised across rows, no stim-

ulus contains a surface comprised entirely of dots at

threshold contrast. Readers should also note, however,

that the variation of luminance and thus visibility may

produce a confound between inter-ocular contrast and

another dot property, that of perceived size. From the
composite Fig. 4a it is evident that low luminance dots

appear smaller than high luminance dots. This is a con-

sequence of the Gaussian profile of the dots. As such,

observers could base their matching on similarity of size

rather than similarity of contrast. However, for the pur-

pose of the experiments detailed here, this distinction is

unimportant. The precise property of feature similarity

that influences matching is of secondary interest to the
underlying biases towards nearest neighbour or nearest

disparity matching that it reveals.
Fig. 4. Manipulation of the contrast ambiguity level. (a) Composite stimulus

Contrast ambiguity level varies from �0.9 on the top row of the stimulus to 0

the transparent percept at the top of the image and the single surface percept

see the switch between these percepts. (b) Illustration of the variation in

corresponding to the nearest contrast following the point of uniform dot con

final column of the figure.
2.2. Procedure

Stimuli were presented on a Sony Trinitron monitor

with a refresh rate of 75 Hz and a resolution of

1152 · 870 pixels, powered by an Apple PowerMac

computer with a G4 processor running at 867 MHz.
Stimuli were generated and presented using MatlabTM

combined with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions

(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Observed stimuli were as

described above, with the addition of a narrow zero dis-

parity frame comprised of randomly positioned, regu-

larly spaced squares to help maintain vergence. In

experiment 1a (long duration) stereograms were pre-

sented for 2 s in a raised-cosine temporal window. In
experiment 1b (short duration) stereograms were pre-

sented for 80 ms in a square-wave temporal window.

All stimuli were viewed in a darkened room. The presen-

tation of a stimulus was preceded by the presentation of

the zero disparity frame and a zero disparity fixation

cross for 0.5 s, whilst a mask of zero disparity, random

pixel noise followed stimulus presentation. In experi-

ment 1b participants were asked to align nonius lines
presented above and below the fixation cross before ini-

tiating each trial. Stereo fusion was obtained using a

split-screen Wheatstone stereoscope.

Participants were initially presented with examples of

the stimulus at extreme levels of / in order to familiarise

them with the two dominant percepts. Following this

familiarisation, participants were presented with stimuli

at 19 different levels of / in the long duration experi-
ment (1a) and 9 different levels of / in the short duration

experiment (1b), ranging from �0.9 to 0.9. In experi-

ment 1a participants responded to 40 repeated measures

at each level of / over the course of five blocks. In
showing the effect of varying the contrast ambiguity level across rows.

.9 on the bottom row. As such, readers should note the change between

at the bottom of the image. Readers may also wish to judge where they

contrast across rows. Readers should note the change in the dot

trast. Values for the contrast ambiguity between dots are given in the
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experiment 1b 24 repeated measures were recorded over

three blocks. Responses were made through key presses

where the participants� task was to state whether they

perceived one or two surfaces in depth. That is, did par-

ticipants see the single surface, nearest disparity percept,

or the two-surface, nearest neighbour percept?

2.3. Participants

Five observers (2 male, 3 female) participated in

experiment 1a, including author RG. All had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision. Three of the five partici-

pants were experienced psychophysical observers (BC,

PW and RG) and, with the exception of the author,
all participants were naı̈ve. Five observers (2 male, 3 fe-

male) participated in experiment 1b, including author

RG. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Two of the five participants were experienced psycho-

physical observers. Only two of the participants (RG

and LO) also participated in experiment 1a. With the

exception of author RG, all participants were naı̈ve.

Participants were all postgraduate or postdoctoral
researchers at the University of Glasgow and gave writ-

ten consent of their participation.

2.4. Results

In reporting the experimental results we consider

experiments 1a and 1b separately. We begin by report-

ing results for experiment 1a (long duration). Subse-
quently, we detail the results of experiment 1b (short

duration) and compare the data obtained for the two

experiments.

2.4.1. Experiment 1a: long stimulus duration

Fig. 5 shows the proportion of ‘‘Single Surface’’ re-

sponses at each level of the contrast ambiguity scale /
for the 2 s presentation duration. Psychometric func-
tions (cumulative Gaussians) were fitted to the propor-

tion of ‘‘Single Surface’’ responses for each observer.

These fits were very similar for the four naı̈ve partici-

pants and markedly different for the author RG, both

in terms of thresholds and slopes. These differences

may be due to an idiosyncratic bias for observer RG,

a greater prior exposure to the stimulus––that is, a

familiarity with the transparent percept––or a greater
sensitivity to noise in contrast matching. Consequently,

we report below mean data averaged across all five par-

ticipants and also mean data restricted to the four naı̈ve

participants (excluding RG).

The main result of the experiment can readily be seen

by looking at the response bias when the stimulus was

truly ambiguous, that is when the contrast ambiguity

level was zero. On such occasions, naı̈ve observers al-
most exclusively saw a single surface; that is, they relied

strongly on the nearest disparity constraint. Across all
five observers, the single surface was perceived on aver-

age 85.3% (SEM ±12.6%) of the trials (97.8 ± 1% if RG

is excluded).

Manipulating the contrast ambiguity allowed us to

make the task more interesting for the four naı̈ve partic-

ipants who would otherwise have almost always pressed
the same key. It also provided a different measure of the

bias for the nearest disparity constraint. The point of

subjective equality (PSE, i.e. the 50% point) was ex-

tracted from each psychometric function. PSEs were

biased towards negative / values for the four naı̈ve

observers. Taking the average PSE across all partici-

pants (including RG) gives a tightly bound bias towards

negative / values (mean �0.272, SEM 0.105), which is
significant on a one-sample t-test (t4 = 2.59, p < 0.05

on a one-tailed test). Removing author RG from the

mean data results in an even greater bias towards nega-

tive / values. The mean / value in this instance is

�0.371 (SEM 0.048, t3 = 7.69, p < 0.01). 95% confidence

intervals for these cases are ± 0.18 and ± 0.08, respec-

tively. The finding of such an extensive bias in PSE

(i.e. beyond three nearest neighbour biased levels of /)
indicates that, within limits, the nearest disparity bias

is able to override the bias to match to similar contrasts.

Values of / may also be restated as values of Michelson

contrast between horizontally adjacent dots. We may

therefore say that a Michelson contrast of 0.272 (or

0.371 excluding RG) in favour of nearest neighbour

matching results in the single and transparent surface

perceptions being equally probable.

2.4.2. Experiment 1b: short stimulus duration

Fig. 6 shows the data obtained for five observers in

the short duration experiment (1b). Results are plotted

as the proportion of ‘‘Single Surface’’ responses against

each level of the contrast ambiguity scale /, and fitted

with a psychometric function. There are two features

to these data. First, the slopes of the fitted psychometric
curves are, with the exception of participant DM, gener-

ally shallower than in experiment 1a. This may simply

be due to the increased difficulty of the task given the

brief presentation duration. Second, as with the 2 s pres-

entation duration, participants are generally biased to-

wards the nearest disparity solution. With the

exception of MT, all participants have a negative PSE.

Although one participant (MT) did not present a strong
bias towards nearest disparity matching, she also did not

show a strong bias towards the nearest neighbour solu-

tion. Instead, MT exhibited relatively unbiased match-

ing. A one-sample t-test showed that the mean bias in

the PSE was significantly different from zero (t4 = 2.14,

p < 0.05 on a one-tailed test), with a 95% confidence

interval of ±0.158. Thus, observers are more likely to

match to the nearest disparity solution when stimulus
dots are all of identical contrast. The mean bias in the

PSE for the 80 ms presentation was �0.18. This was
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not significantly different from the bias of �0.272 ob-

served when the stimulus was presented for 2 s.

2.5. Discussion

Irrespective of the manner in which these results are

reported, it remains clear that there is a strong bias to-

wards matching to the nearest disparity solution. Such

a result is consistent with previous empirical data (e.g.

Zhang et al., 2001). However, since global relative dis-
parity is the same for both percepts, we also show that

the bias towards nearest disparity matching depends

upon local differences in disparity rather than a prefer-

ence for minimising the global relative disparity. The

importance of local differences in disparity––and a

matching strategy that seeks to avoid them––is consist-
ent with the idea that the successful resolution of the

correspondence problem is dependent upon the cohe-
siveness and piecewise smoothness of objects in the envi-

ronment (Marr & Poggio, 1976, 1979). In experiments 2

and 3, we go on to examine the impact of varying the

parameters of the stereogram on this tendency to resolve

the stimulus in line with the nearest disparity solution.

The results of experiment 1b discount the possibility

that the observed bias for nearest disparity matching is

the result of vergence eye movements. Convergence of
the eyes at the depth of the nearest disparity match elim-

inates the competition between nearest neighbour and

nearest disparity constraints by presenting observers

with the correspondence solution of a single surface con-

taining no absolute or relative disparities. That is, a sin-

gle, fronto-parallel surface at fixation. However, since
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the presentation duration of the stimulus in experiment

1b was too short to allow for convergence of the eyes,
such movements cannot underlie the bias towards the

single surface, nearest disparity solution. It should also

be noted that an explanation of the nearest disparity

bias based on vergence eye movements presupposes

the detection of a disparity signal that can trigger such

eye movements. As such, a vergence explanation of the

nearest disparity bias presupposes the, at least partial,

resolution of the correspondence problem.
3. Experiment 2

In experiment 1, we were able to selectively bias the

correspondence matching process between solutions
that fulfilled either the nearest neighbour or nearest dis-

parity matching constraints. This biasing revealed a ten-
dency for the visual system to resolve the experimental

stimulus in a manner consistent with the nearest dispar-

ity constraint. However, other factors may also influence

the correspondence matching process. In this experi-

ment, we vary the depths of the two surfaces obtained

from the nearest neighbour match by varying the value

of d, the nearest neighbour offset. Readers should note

from Eq. (2) that the variation of d has no effect on
the depth of the single surface given by the nearest dis-

parity match.

Varying d produces several changes in the experimen-

tal stimuli that may affect the resolution of the corre-

spondence problem. First, it alters the magnitude of

local differences in disparity between neighbouring
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points. Second, it alters the disparity between the nearest

neighbour match and the horopter, thereby possibly

altering the response of any mechanisms biased towards

the nearest neighbour match. Third, the variation of d
alters the disparity between the two transparent surfaces

as a whole by changing the global relative disparity in
the scene (i.e. the disparity between front and rear sur-

faces). As has already been noted, a strategy of minimis-

ing relative disparity across the entire scene could not

account for the nearest disparity bias observed in exper-

iment 1. However, it does not necessarily follow that

such a global process has no impact on correspondence

matching. Sato and Yano (2000) have argued that glo-

bal surface structure is important for the resolution of
the correspondence problem, whilst Zhang et al. (2001)

have argued that the correspondence matching process

seeks to minimise the disparity between adjacent sur-

faces. As such, the variation of d may alter the resolu-

tion of the correspondence process due to its effect on

global differences in disparity. Given these possibilities,

we hypothesise that reducing the value of d will decrease

the bias for nearest disparity matching, whilst increasing
the value of d will increase this bias.

3.1. Stimuli

Experimental stimuli were identical in structure and

presentation to the stimuli used in experiment 1 except

that the value of d was varied. Three values of d were

used: d1 = 4.52, d2 = 6.02 and d3 = 7.53 0. Note that the
global relative disparity between front and rear surfaces

(i.e. 4d) is now less that the global relative disparity of

the single surface (i.e. d3 = a � 2e) in the first instance

and greater than the global relative disparity of this per-

cept in the third instance.

3.2. Procedure

Stimulus generation and presentation was as in exper-

iment 1. Over the course of five blocks, participants

viewed 40 repeated measures of 9 levels of / between

values of �0.8 and 0.8. As in experiment 1, participants

were presented with stimulus exemplars at extreme levels

of / in order to familiarise them with the dominant per-

cepts elicited by the stimuli.

3.3. Participants

Five observers (3 male, 2 female) with normal or cor-

rected-to-normal vision participated in experiment 2,

including author RG. All participants, excluding RG,

were naı̈ve as to the experimental stimuli and hypothe-

sis. Four of the participants were experienced psycho-

physical observers (RG, EG, PW and BC). Four
observers had previously participated in experiment 1

(RG, PW, BC and LO). Participants were all postgrad-
uate or postdoctoral researchers at the University of

Glasgow and gave written consent of their participation.

3.4. Results and discussion

Fig. 7 shows the proportion of ‘‘Single Surface’’ re-
sponses for each participant at each level of the contrast

ambiguity scale /, for each value of the nearest neigh-

bour offset d. Psychometric functions (cumulative Gaus-

sians) were fitted for each d and the PSE extracted. The

variation of d produces small, but reliable, shifts in the

PSE, in the order hypothesised (F2,8 = 6.805, p =

0.019). Pairwise comparisons showed that PSEs obtained

for the d1 and d3 conditions were significantly different
(p < 0.05 on a Newman–Keuls test). Mean PSEs for each

value of d were �0.07, �0.16 and �0.25. Thus, as the va-

lue of d increased––increasing the disparity between

front and rear surfaces in the nearest neighbour

match––the tendency to match to the nearest disparity

increased. Furthermore, although there was a significant

shift in PSE due to the manipulation of d, matching was

still generally biased towards the nearest disparity solu-
tion, as indicated by the sign of the PSE. Readers should

also note that varying the value of d had little effect on

the slope of the obtained psychometric functions

(F2,8 = 0.577, p = 0.583). That is, varying d had no effect

on the visual system�s adherence to the contrast similar-

ity constraint. Instead, varying d is simply altering the ex-

tent of the preference for nearest disparity matching.

These results show that the correspondence matching
process is sensitive to the stimulus changes produced

through the manipulation of the nearest neighbour off-

set d. However, several mechanisms could be responsible

for the observed change in matching preference, as dis-

cussed above. In experiment 3, we address further the is-

sue of possible matching mechanisms.
4. Experiment 3

The results of experiment 2 show that manipulating

the value of the nearest neighbour offset d can alter

the preference for nearest disparity matching. This var-

iation in the preference for nearest disparity matching

could be due to fluctuations in local mechanisms respon-

sible for the measurement of disparity (i.e. a greater re-
sponse for smaller absolute and locally defined relative

disparities). However, these variations could also be

due to changes at a more global level affecting any pref-

erence to minimise global relative disparity.

In order to address the issue between possible global

and local mechanisms, we varied the value of a in the

experimental stimulus. Readers should note from Eqs.

(1) and (2) that varying a––the standard horizontal dot
separation––alters the depth of the single surface, near-

est disparity match, without changing the depth of the
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surfaces in the nearest neighbour match. As such it is the

complementary manipulation to the change in d used in

experiment 2. Importantly, varying a produces the same

change in the global relative disparity of the single sur-

face percept as the variation of d does for the two-

surface percept. If the effects of varying the nearest
neighbour offset d are due to a preference for the mini-

mal global relative disparity then varying the standard

dot separation a should produce identical shifts in the

PSE.

4.1. Stimuli

Stimuli were identical to those used in experiment 1,
except that the value of a was varied. Three values of
a were used: a1 = 24.1, a2 = 30.1 and a3 = 36.14 0. The

depth between the front and rear surfaces of the nearest

neighbour match (i.e. 4d) is less than the depth of the

single surface (i.e. d3 = a � 2e) for the lowest value of

a, but greater than the depth of the single surface for

the highest value of a. Readers should note that the dis-
parity resulting from these values of alpha is equivalent

to the disparity between the front and rear surfaces of

the nearest neighbour match for the values of d used

in experiment 2.

4.2. Procedure

Stimulus generation and presentation was identical
to that of experiments 1 and 2. As in experiment 2,
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participants viewed 40 repeated measures of 9 levels of /
between values of �0.8 and 0.8, over the course of five

blocks. Prior to running the experiment, participants

viewed exemplar stimuli to familiarise themselves with

the dominant percepts upon which their responses are

based.

4.3. Participants

Five observers (2 male, 3 female) with normal or cor-

rected-to-normal vision participated in the experiment,

including author RG. With the exception of RG, all par-

ticipants were naı̈ve. Three participants (RG, BC and

EG) were experienced psychophysical observers. A fur-
ther three observers had previously participated in both
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a, and PSEs extracted. Varying a produces sizeable

shifts in the PSE for four of the five observers. There

also appears to be some change in the slope of the psy-

chometric functions for these observers. In the remain-

ing observer the shift due to a is much smaller

(although still present and in the expected order). Mean
PSEs at each level of a were �0.32, �0.12 and 0.09. Pair-

wise comparisons showed the shift between a1 and a3 to
be significant (F2,8 = 7.483, p = 0.015; pa3� a1 < 0.05 on a

Newman–Keuls test). Thus, as the value of a in-

creased––increasing the depth of the single surface per-

cept––the tendency to match to the nearest disparity

decreased, in favour of the nearest neighbour percept.

On average, the slope of the fitted psychometric function
also varied between conditions. Pairwise comparisons

showed the difference in slope between a1 and a3 to be

significant (F2,8 = 7.106, p = 0.017; pa3� a1 < 0.05 on a

Newman–Keuls test). Thus, unlike the manipulation of

d, varying a also affected the influence of contrast simi-

larity on matching.

If the resolution of the correspondence problem is af-

fected by the difference in global relative disparity be-
tween possible matching solutions then the shift in

PSEs due to the manipulation of a and d should be iden-

tical. One may make this prediction since the manipula-

tion of a and d result in the same change in the global

disparity differences between nearest neighbour and

nearest disparity solutions. However, the shift in PSE

due to the manipulation of a is far greater than the shift

due to the manipulation of d. This suggests that the
mechanisms affecting the change in tendency to match

to the nearest disparity may be operating at a more local

level.
5. General discussion

When confronted with a complex stereogram, the vis-
ual system has multiple options to match features be-

tween the left and right images. We have designed an

ambiguous stimulus that allowed us to determine the

strategy that is preferred by the visual system. In partic-

ular, we could alter the contrast of neighbouring dots in

the image so as to bias matching towards solutions that

conformed to either the nearest neighbour or nearest

disparity constraint. When dots were of equal contrast,
we found that most observers were strongly biased to

perceive a single surface rather than two transparent

surfaces. That is, they favoured the solution given by

the nearest disparity over the nearest neighbour con-

straint. This bias for nearest disparity matching was

also evident when inter-ocular dot contrast was manip-

ulated, indicating that a preference to match to the near-

est disparity can override the preference to match to
similar contrasts. We also found that the tendency to

perceive a single surface may be altered by varying the
disparity of either the single surface or the two-surface

percept.

Zhang et al. (2001) demonstrated a similar bias for

nearest disparity matching, which they interpret as a

rule for matching to the minimum relative disparity.

However, the stimulus used by Zhang et al. (2001) does
not allow them to distinguish between locally and glo-

bally computed minimisation of relative disparity. Such

distinctions are important if we are to understand the

mechanisms used by the brain to compute binocular dis-

parity. In experiment 1, we demonstrate that the visual

system possesses a locally implemented bias for nearest

disparity matching. In experiments 2 and 3, we further

demonstrate that changes in the nearest disparity
bias––elicited by changing the disparity of alternative

matching solutions––are also due to local disparity com-

putations that prefer to minimise relative disparity.

These findings suggest that the visual system is primarily

concerned with integrating information within a local

area in order to make judgements about depth in the

scene. However, the neural mechanisms and computa-

tional strategies responsible for this local integration
of information remain unclear.

In considering the neural mechanisms and computa-

tional strategies that underlie the observed bias for near-

est disparity matching one must take care to avoid the

reification of notional matching constraints. Here,

experimental results have been discussed in terms of

the preference for �nearest disparity matching� as op-

posed to �nearest neighbour matching�. However, the
visual system may not be organised in a manner that

is explicitly concerned with the adherence of potential

correspondence matches to such rules. Instead, match-

ing biases may arise due to mechanisms that implicitly

prefer specific patterns of disparity. For example, an im-

plicit nearest neighbour bias may arise due to the use of

Gaussian envelopes in model disparity energy neurones

(Qian & Zhu, 1997) or the re-weighting of a population
of such neurones to attenuate large disparities (Prince &

Eagle, 2000; Read, 2002a, 2002b). Below, we discuss

how implicit nearest disparity biasing may occur and

why this may be useful in resolving the correspondence

problem.

5.1. Integration, segmentation and the nearest disparity

bias

Anderson and Nakayama (1994) have argued that the

resolution of correspondence ambiguity is best achieved

by analysing small patches of information in a scene,

rather than by considering individual dots. Similarly,

other researchers have attempted to model disparity

computation through an analysis that begins by process-

ing the image through a set of linear filters (Jones &
Malik, 1992) or through a set of model V1 binocular

neurones (Prince & Eagle, 2000; Qian & Zhu, 1997;
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Read, 2002a, 2002b)––so called �disparity energy� neu-
rones (Ohzawa, DeAngelis, & Freeman, 1990, 1996,

1997). Such an analysis utilises informationally enriched

matching primitives (Anderson & Nakayama, 1994;

Jones & Malik, 1992), allowing for an increasingly effec-

tive use of similarity constraints. Indeed, it has been
shown that––in random-dot stereograms––correspond-

ence ambiguity is almost entirely removed by an analysis

based on small image patches (Sanger, 1988). However,

the use of spatially extended stimulus patches as match-

ing primitives also allows for the implicit implementa-

tion of a nearest disparity constraint (Prince & Eagle,

2000; Read, 2002a, 2002b).

Since V1 binocular neurones signal only absolute dis-
parities (Cumming & Parker, 1999) and not disparity

differences or gradients (Nienborg, Bridge, Parker, &

Cumming, 2004), only a single disparity value may be

signalled by a given image patch. Thus, increasing the

spatial extent of the patch to be analysed increases the

tolerance of the matching algorithm to small dissimilar-

ities between left and right images that may represent

the variation of disparity. That is, constant disparities
(i.e. fronto-parallel surfaces), that result in only a hori-

zontal translation of one patch compared to another will

be preferred over more complex patterns of disparity

that produce complex transformations between local

patches. This preference for fronto-parallelism has pre-

viously been used as an implicit nearest disparity con-

straint (Prince & Eagle, 2000; Read, 2002a, 2002b).

An important issue in using extended patches of
information as matching primitives is that the size of

the patch may limit the disparity information that may

be extracted from a stimulus (Banks, Gepshtein, &

Landy, 2004). As already noted, if an image patch can

have only a single disparity associated with it, the

matching algorithm may miss fine variation in disparity.

In particular, fine variation in disparity may be missed if

the patch size is too large. Thus, in using large image re-
gions to compute disparity, the visual system is con-

fronted with a problem of segmentation: how can

different disparities––as are present in the two-surface

percept of our stimulus––be detected within a local re-

gion? If however, the patch is too small, the matching

algorithm will not exhibit the seemingly important near-

est disparity bias. That is, the correspondence problem

will be reduced to a process that matches features akin
to individual dots (cf. Banks et al., 2004; Kanade &

Okutomi, 1994). Thus, when too small image regions

are used to compute disparity, the visual system is con-

fronted with a problem of integration, requiring a

matching algorithm that addresses the classical false-

target problem (Marr & Poggio, 1976, 1979). One

possible means of overcoming these problems of seg-

mentation and integration is by considering a corre-
spondence matching procedure that utilises multiple

patch sizes (Banks et al., 2004; Jones & Malik, 1992;
Marr & Poggio, 1979; Prazdny, 1985). Such a procedure

could be implemented either through lateral connections

between V1 binocular neurones, or through feedback

from higher visual areas with larger receptive fields, with

information from multiple patch sizes (i.e. spatial scales)

combined, perhaps, through coarse-to-fine or fine-to-
coarse processing (Menz & Freeman, 2003; Menz &

Freeman, 2004a, 2004b; Rohaly & Wilson, 1993; Small-

man, 1995). Given these options, a nearest disparity

constraint would be implicit in the integration of infor-

mation across space.

5.2. Conclusions

Ambiguous stimuli have been used to study many vis-

ual phenomena under the assumption that the tendency

to perceive such stimuli in a particular fashion can elu-

cidate underlying neural mechanisms. Although previ-

ous research has made use of ambiguous stereograms

(e.g. Anderson & Nakayama, 1994; Kontsevich, 1986;

Mitchison & McKee, 1987a, 1987b; Papathomas &

Julesz, 1989; Petrov, 2002; Ramachandran & Cavanagh,
1985), such stimuli have not been used extensively as a

tool to examine the success of correspondence matching

models. The stimulus and method presented here is ide-

ally suited to the quantitative investigation of binocular

correspondence matching and the testing of such

models. In particular, this stimulus may aid our under-

standing of the factors mitigating segmentation and

integration in stereo.
Finding factors that influence the tendency to make

the nearest neighbour or nearest disparity match in such

a stimulus may help us understand the computational

and neural processes underlying stereo correspondence

matching. Furthermore, the extent to which a model

may predict whether the visual system chooses a nearest

neighbour or nearest disparity solution to an ambiguous

stereogram provides a stringent test of the adequacy of
such a model and may offer a greater computational

challenge than traditional random-dot stimuli.
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